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Klimatförändring som vetenskap och politik, 7,5 högskolepoäng

Science and Politics of Climate Change, 7.5 credits

MESS51 litteraturlista fastställd av LUCSUS styrelse den 14 juni 2018 (Dnr STYR 2018/1069).


Oreskes, Naomi. 2018. "The scientific consensus on climate change: How do we know we’re not wrong?" In Climate Modelling, 31-64. Springer. (32 p)


Stocker, Thomas. 2014. Climate change 2013: the physical science basis: Working Group I contribution to the Fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change: Cambridge University Press. (30 p)


Articles in yellow contain female author, uncolored articles men only.

Total No of pages: 270 pages. In addition to these readings students need to read about 30 – 60 articles for their assignments.